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$X$ , $C(\neq\emptyset)$ $X$ . $T:Carrow X$
, $x,$ $y\in C$ $||\tau_{x-}Ty||\leq||x-y||$ .
$u\in C,$ $t\in(0,1)$ $C$ $X$ .
$T_{t}x:=tTx+(1-t)u,$
.
$\forall x\in C$ . (L1)
, Banach contraction principle $C$
– . ,
$x_{t}$ $=$ $T_{t}x_{t}$ (1.2)
$=$ $tTx_{t}+(1-t)u$
. , $\{x_{t}\}$ $tarrow 1$ , $T$ ,
. , , , Xu and
Yin [ $15|$ (1.2) $\{x_{t}\}$ $T$
. , $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}$ and Takahashi [7] Xu and $\mathrm{Y}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$ $[15]$ ,
smooth reflexive Banach – .
, $T$
. , $T$ (1.1) , $T_{t}$
$t$ , $C$ $x_{t}$ . ,
$x_{t}\in C$ , and $x_{t}\in T_{t}x_{t}$ . (1.3)
. , $T$ , $C$
(1.3) $\{x_{t}\}$ $T$ .
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2. Preliminaries
$X$ , $C$ $X$ , $x*$ $X$ , $T$ $C$ $X$
. $T$ , $x_{1},$ $x_{2}\in C,$ $\alpha\in(0,1)$
, $\alpha T_{X_{1}}+(1-\alpha)Tx2\subset T(\alpha x_{1}+(1-\alpha)x_{2})$ . $T$
, $x\in C$ \tau $Tx$ . , $T$ $x_{0}\in C$ upper
hemicontinuous , $p\in X^{*}$ , $\sigma(T(\cdot), p):=\sup_{y}\in\tau 1\cdot)(y,$ $p\rangle$ :
$Carrow.R\cup.\{+.\infty\}$ $x_{0}$ upper semicontinuous , $\text{ ^{ }}$ $x_{0}\in C$
, $T$ upper hemicontinuous .
upper hemicontinuous $u.h.c$ .
$T$ $C$ $X$ , , ,
. $\dot{T}$ $C$ $X$ , $x,$ $y\in C$ ,
$H(Tx,Ty)\leq||x-y||$ (2.1)
. , $H$ ,
.
$H(Tx, Ty)= \max\{\delta(Tx, \tau y), \delta(Ty, \tau X)\}$ ;
$\delta(Tx, Ty)=\sup_{x1\in\tau_{x}\rho();}x1,$$Ty$
$\rho(x_{1}, .Ty)=\inf_{y1\in Ty}||x_{1}-y_{1}||$ ,
$T$ , $t(0\leq t<1)$ ,
$x$
.
$’ y\in C$ , .
$H(Tx,Ty)\leq t||x-y||$ (2.2)
.
$T$ $F(T)$ . $F(T)$ ,
$F(T):=\{x\in X|x\in Tx\}$ (2.3)
. $F(T)$ Proposition .
Proposition 1. $X$ , $C$ $X$ , $C$ $X$
$T$ , u.h.c., . $F(T)$ .
Proof. $F(T)$ , $x_{1},$ $x_{2}\in F(T)$ \alpha $\in\in$ $(0,1)$ , $T$
,
$\alpha x_{1}+(1-\alpha)_{X}2$ $\in$ $\alpha Tx_{1}+(1-\alpha)Tx_{2}$
$\subset$ $T(\alpha x_{1}+(1-\alpha)X_{2})$ .
, $\alpha x_{1}+(1-\alpha)x2\in F(T)$ $F(T)$ .
$F(T)$ , $x_{0}\in X$ $F(T)$ n}
, $n$ $x_{n}\in F(T)$ $x_{n}$.
$\in\cdot Tx_{n}$ . , $p\in X^{*}$
,
$(x_{n},$
$p \rangle\leq\sup_{xz\in Tn}\langle_{Z,p}\rangle=:\sigma(\tau x_{n},p)$ .
89
, .-.
$\langle x_{\mathit{0}}, p\rangle=\lim_{narrow\infty}\langle xn’ p)$ . .
$\leq\lim\sup\sigma(T\prime x_{n},p)$
$\leq\sigma(.Tx0,p)narrow.\infty$ . $t..:(T[]\mathrm{h}u.h.c. \cdot \text{ })$ (2.4)
, $P\in X^{*}$ (2.4) , $x_{0}\in\overline{co}(TX\mathrm{o})$ . – ,
$Tx_{0}$ $\overline{co}(Tx\mathit{0})$ $=Tx_{0}$ . , $x\mathit{0}\in Tx_{0}$ $x_{0}\in F(T)$
$F(T)$ . $\square$
3. Main Results
$u\in C$ . $t\in(\mathrm{O}, 1)$ , $C$ $X$
$T_{t}$ . : $\cdot\cdot.-.‘$ . . :. :, $\cdot$
$-$
$T_{t}x:=tTx+(1-t)u$ (3.1)
$( = \{w\in X|w=tx_{1^{\backslash ^{\mathrm{J}}}}+(1^{\backslash }-t)u, x_{1}\in Tx\})$
Lemma 1. $T$ $C$ $C$ . , $C$ $T$
.
i.e., $\exists x\in C$ , $s.t$ . . $x\in Tx$ . (3.2)
Lemma Nadler [9] .
$T_{t}$ .
Theorem 1. $T$ $C$ $X$ . ,
$t\in(0,1)$ , $C$ $T_{t}$ .
i.e., $\exists x\in C$, $s.t$ . $x\in T_{t}x$ . (3.3)
Proof. $t\in(0,1)$ . , $x,$ $y\in C$ ,
$\delta(T_{t}x,\tau_{t}y)=t\delta(Tx,Ty)$ . (3.4)
,
$\delta(T_{t}y, T_{t}x)=t\delta(Ty, Tx)$ . (3.5)
,
$H(T_{t}X, T_{t}y)$ $=$ $\max\{\delta(\tau_{t^{X,T}t}y), \delta(\tau_{t}y,T_{t}x)\}$
$= \max\{t\delta(Tx,Ty),t\delta(Ty,\tau X)\}$ $((3.4), (3.5)$ )
$=t \max\{\delta(\tau x, Ty), \delta(\tau y,\tau x)\}$
$=tH(Tx,Ty)$
$\leq$ $t||x-y||$ . ( $T$ ) (3.6)
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, $T_{t}$ $T_{t}\text{ },$ $C$ . , $x..\cdot\in- T_{t}x$
$x\in C$ .”... .. $\square$
$T$ , $t\in(0,1)$ , $T_{t}$ $C\subset X$
$x_{t}$ . , $x_{t}$ .
$x_{t}\in C$ , $x_{t}\in T_{t}x$ . (3.7)
$t$
$x_{t}$ $\{x_{t}\}$ ,
$C\cap F(T)\neq\phi$ , (38)
, Theorem 2. Theorem 3. . , $C\cap F(\tau)$
.
Theorem 2. $X$ , $X$ $C$ , $C$ $X$
$T$ , $\mathrm{u}.\mathrm{h}.\mathrm{c}.$ , , . , (3.8)
. , (3.7) $\{x_{t}\}$ , $T$
$\{x_{t}\}$ $\{x_{t_{n}}\}$ .
Proof. $\{x_{t}\}$ , $t\in(0,1)$ $x_{t}\in C$ ,
$C$ . , $z\in C$ $T$ $\{x_{t}\}$





$\leq t_{n}\sigma(Tx_{t_{n},p)(t_{n})\langle u,p\rangle}+1-$ .
, $t_{n}arrow 1$
$\langle z, p\rangle$
$= \lim_{tarrow 1}\langle x_{t_{n}}, p\rangle$
$\leq$
$\lim_{t_{n}arrow}\sup_{1}\sigma(Tx_{tp})n$’
$\leq$ $\sigma(Tz,p)$ . $(Tl\mathrm{h}u.h.c. \mathrm{e}\mathrm{k}\text{ })$ (3.9)
, $P\in X^{*}$ (3.9) , $z\in\overline{co}(Tz)$ . ,
$Tz$ , $\overline{co}(T\mathcal{Z})=Tz$ . ,
$z\in Tz$
. $\square$
, $C$ (3.7) $\{x_{t}\}$
.
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Theorem 8. $X$ , $X$ $C$ , $C$ $X$
$T$ , $\mathrm{u}.\mathrm{h}.\mathrm{c}.,$
.
, . , (3.8.) (3.10)
.
$\exists v\in C\cap F(T)$ , $s.t$ . $\lim\inf\frac{\sup_{z\in Tx_{t}}||z-v||}{||x_{t}-v||}\leq 1$ . (3.10)
$||x_{t,x_{t}}||arrow\in c^{\infty}$
, $\{x_{t_{n}}\}\subset\{x_{t}\}$ , $\{x_{t_{n}}\}$ $T$
.
Proof. $v\in C\cap F(T)$ , $||x_{t_{n}}-v||\leq||u-$ $\{x_{t}\}$ $\{x_{t_{n}}\}$
. $t\in(0,1)$ , $x_{t}\in T_{t}x_{t}$ $x_{t}=tx_{1}+(1-t)u$
$x_{1}\in Tx_{t}$ . , (3.10) $V\in C\cap F(T)$ , $P\in X^{*}$
,
$(x_{t}-v,$ $p\rangle=t\langle x_{1}-v, P\rangle+(1-t)\langle u-v, p\rangle$ .
,
$\sup\langle x_{t}-v, p\rangle\leq t\sup\langle X_{1^{-v},p\rangle}+(1-t)\sup\langle u-v, p\rangle$
$p\in X^{*}$ $p\in X^{*}$ $p\in X^{*}$
,
$||x_{t}-v||\leq t||x_{1}-v||+(1-t)||u-v||$ . (3.11)
, (3.10) (3.12) $\{t_{n}\}\subset\{t\}$ .
$\frac{\sup_{z\in T}x_{t}||Zn-v||}{||_{X_{t_{n}}}-v||}\leq 1$ , $\forall t_{n}$ . (3.12)
,
$\sup_{z\in Tx_{t}n}||z-v||\leq||_{X_{t_{n}}}-v||$ . (3.13)
, (3.11) $t$ , (3.12) $\{t_{n}\}\subset\{t\}$









Theorem 2. $z\in C$
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